
• Stay quiet for a minute. What sounds can you hear? 
Adults could repeat lines from the story to get the children’s
imagination going.
• Why not try out communicating through music rather than
using your voice? 
• How does music make you feel?
• What’s your favourite type of sound? Why?

Talk about the story 

On the next page
you'll find some

brilliant activities!
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Hear author Ken Wilson-Max read The Flute!

Music is great for the physical, emotional, and
intellectual development of babies as well as

strengthening cognitive and sensory development.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Tt9ruKdPJo&list=PLzoOckl0Pqj4bxOBy53X6b6IvXdq0OO01&index=19


Activity 3

Activity 4 Make a flute

First, wash out your empty bottles. You can
use any size, material or amount but a
minimum of six is best. 
Next, blow onto each bottle to find out its
pitch. You can add water to change the sound. 
Then, arrange the bottles according to the
sound that they make. 
Now you can have fun making music with your
flute bottles!

  
Make your own pan flute! All you need are some
empty bottles and water.

First, stretch the balloon around
the top of the can. This is a little
fiddly, so be patient!
Then, layer another balloon on top
of the first. Adding two balloons
will make the drum more durable. 
Next, using masking tape or rubber
bands secure the balloons in place
around the top of the can. 

You will need a round container such as
a coffee can, balloons, and masking
tape or rubber bands.  
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Activity 1

Activity 2

Body percussion

music painting

Make a drum

Try to come up with a beat using different parts of your
body!
How can you make a soft sound? What about something
louder? Why not make a band, with each of you creating
your own beat?  

Have a go at music painting! 
All you need are some paints, brushes,
and some paper. 
Put on your favourite songs. Is the
melody relaxing and calm like the flow of
a river, or is it energetic and bouncy? 
Try painting according to the rhythm of
the music. 

First, scrunch up thetissue paper into ballson the end of eachpencil. 
Next, wrap maskingtape around thescrunched-up tissuepaper to secure themin place. 

Now you’re ready todo try out somedrumming!

 

To make a pair ofdrumsticks you will needtissue paper, maskingtape and two pencils.


